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Outline

• Consultation methods

• Different models of regionalisation

• Perceptions of models

• Key differences between ‘most feasible’ models

• Key issues for the NWW RAC to consider
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‘Consultation’ Methods

���� Observations 
4 RAC meetings and 5 conferences with regionalisation on the agenda

���� Key-informant interviews
20 interviews: 2 researchers, 5 managers, 3 policy-makers, 10 

stakeholders (8 of which were from the fishing industry)

���� Study of Documents
Relevant documents on CFP reform, incl. selected position papers

submitted in connection with the consultation on the 2009 Green Paper

���� Survey

139 respondents (41%) from a population of 329 participants in selected 

RAC meetings held in 2009 (Pelagic, North Sea, NWW, SWW) 

CONSULTATION METHODS
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Models of Regionalisation / ‘Archetypes’

� Nationalisation (not discussed here)

���� Cooperative Member State Councils

���� Regional Fisheries Management Organisations

���� Regional Fisheries Co-Management Organisations

� Regional Marine Management Organisations (not discussed here)

OVERVIEW OF MODELS / ‘ARCHETYPES’



���� Cooperative Member State Councils
* Only simple, regional politico-administrative structures needed

* Empowerment of stakeholders not an explicit aim

* RACs to advise regional councils as well as Commission 

* Incentives for applying off-the-peg, one-size-fits-all management from 

the EU level is reduced

* Modest change from the current system
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ARCHETYPE: COOPERATIVE MEMBER STATE COUNCILS

���� Varieties
* Degree of formality of regional councils

* Regional councils tasked with coordinating implementation strategies 

* Level of coordination could in principle be high



���� Regional Fisheries Management Organisations

* Necessitates formal regional organisations

* Potential empowerment of regional stakeholders 

* RACs direct advice to regional organisations rather than to EU level

* Reduced ability and incentive for applying off-the-peg, one-size-fits-

all management from the EU, coordinating role for EU maintained

* Significant change from current system
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ARCHETYPE: REGIONAL FISHERIES MANAGEMENT ORG.

���� Varieties
* Varying interpretations of what ‘wide authorities’ entail



���� Regional Fisheries Co-Management Organisations
* Necessitates formal regional organisations 

* High likelihood for significant empowerment of stakeholders

* RACs cease to exist, stakeholders participate in the regional org. 

* Reduced ability and incentive for applying off-the-peg, one-size-fits-all 

management from the EU, coordinating role for EU maintained

* Drastic change from current system
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ARCHETYPE: REGIONAL FISHERIES CO-MANAGEMENT ORG.

���� Varieties
* Varying interpretations of what ‘wide authorities’ entail

* RACs to continue or be integrated?

* Balance between stakeholders? 
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Headline

Possible subheader
Text

TOP CHOICE MODELS

The two variations of regional 

fisheries organisation models 

scored relatively high in all 

’regional’ RACs—in particular

the co-management solution

25% of North Sea 

respondents chose 

Coop. Member State 

Councils as top choice, 

but equally as many 

chose it as ‘Least 

Desirable’. Same story 

in other ‘regional’ RACs

but less pronounced…
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STRENGTHS OF MODELS
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WEAKNESSES OF MODELS
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Tying Things Together…

* Stakeholders are looking in the direction of a formalised regional 

organisation model, whereas many member states seem to lean 

towards the more pragmatic cooperative solution…

* The Regional Fisheries Management Organisation model can in 

principle be structured as to allow varying degrees of stakeholder 

involvement, incl. co-management.

* Likely there is a need for the development of one framework for 

regionalisation, within which the different regions can develop their 

own individual approach to regionalisation…
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For the Working Group to consider

* Informal or legally grounded regional decision-making?

* Regionalisation to entail true co-management or not?

* What authorities / decisions to be placed at regional level?

and you have already a solid base to start 

from in the NWW Green Paper position…

3 KEY QUESTIONS…



About MEFEPO
To support the transition towards an ecosystem approach to the 

management of European marine fisheries by developing operational 

strategies for the implementation of an ecosystem approach in three 

regions (NS, NWW, SWW), and identify how the overarching institutional 

framework needs to be modified to support these strategies.

Ten partners from eight European countries

Coordinator: University of Liverpool

Duration: September 2008 ���� August 2011

More: www.liv.ac.uk/mefepo/
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